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Social	Context	

This garment was worn by women in the Low Countries in the 16th 

century. It is primarily pictured in outdoor scenes, although there is 

also one image of a room full of women in this garment in a church.  

In general it seems to have been worn for warmth and modesty, with a 

possible benefit of protec�ng against the elements. Notes on a pa(ern 

sketched by Durer also seems to indicate that this item was worn in 

church (see page 10) as he names it a kirkliche. 

The earliest image I have been able to find is 1521 in Durer’s diary. See 

page 10 for an analysis of this pa(ern, and it is most commonly 

depicted in pain�ngs by Breughel and in costume books of the late 

1500s. 

 

The huik (also spelt heuk, heuke, hoik or hoyke) is a cloak-like 

garment with a dis�nc�ve “duck-bill” which appears in the ar�s�c 

and wri(en records of the Netherlands from around 1520, gaining in 

popularity (or perhaps gaining in evidence as interest in 

documen�ng foreign clothing increased [Rublack 2010]) through to 

the late 1500s.  

This paper examines the various styles of huiks depicted in artworks, 

examines the wri(en and ar�s�c evidence to arrive at some theories 

on who wore them and why, and then documents my process in re-

crea�ng a huik based on the evidence, including a conjectured 

pa(ern sketched by Albrecht Durer on his trip to the Netherlands in 

1521. 

The draper’s market in ‘s-Hertgenbosch, artist unknown, circa 1530 

Interior of a Gothic Church looking East 1604-15, Hendrick van Steenwyck the Younger and Jan Brueghel the Elder 
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Overview	of	Huik	Styles	

All images I have collected of women in huiks are available on my dedicated pinterest board: http://www.pinterest.com/misskrin/hoik-huik-

heuk-heuke/ 

 

Peak	Fronted	Huiks	

Heavily Pleated into a separate brim 

 

 

Holland countrywoman by Lucas 
de Heere, late 16th c. 
Image source: University of Ghent 

Detail of De Spijziging van de Armen, 
Pieter Cornelisz. Kunst, 1531 

Detail, The Four Elements: Air, 
Joachim Beuckelaer 

Dutchwoman from Frauen Trachtenbuch, Jost 
Amman, 1586 

Two plates from Kostüme der Männer und Frauen 
in Augsburg und Nürnberg, Deutschland, Europa, 
Orient und Afrika - BSB Cod.icon. 341, Bavaria 
State Library 
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A woman and her maid, from Holland 
From Hans Weigel's Trachtenbuch, 1577 
(source: http://web.comhem.se/~u41200125/Weigelworkingwomen.html) 

 

 

A Few Pleats into a Separate Brim 

 

Designed by Maarten de Vos, 1532-1603, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen 

Omnium pene Europae, Asiae, 
Aphricae atque Americae gentium 
Habitus, Abraham de Bruyn, 1591 

Detail Skating Before the st. George Gate, Antwerp, Pieter Brueghel the 
Elder, 1562. Metropolitan Museum of Art 

A girl of Ter Goes, Zeeland, “drawn 
in her costume” (in a hoik), sketched 
by Durer during his 1521 visit. 
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Detail from Winter by Hans Bol 

Detail of Lame Couples by Cornelis Massys 
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Non-peak	Fronted	Huiks	

Balanced on Crown of the Head 

 

 

Framing face or Upper Body 

 

 

 

The Four Elements—Air, Joachim 

Beuckelaer, 1570  

(Image source, Wikimedia Commons) 

In the background you can see one 

person wearing a peaked hoik. 

Both types of non-peaked huiks are seen in this pain�ng 

Market Scene, Pieter Aertsen, around 1560 

A Poultry Market with the Prodigal Son in the 
Background, Joachim Beucklelaer, 1560-74, 
National Gallery UK 
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Men	Wearing	Huiks	

The huik is not a man’s garment, but there are a couple of depic�ons of men wearing huiks, usually of a blue colour. This 

directly references the Netherlandish Proverb “To wear a blue cloak” which is a reference to an old man being cuckolded by his 

young wife. 

Twelve Proverbs, Pieter Brueghel the Elder, 1558-60 

Pieter Brueghel the Younger, unknown title and date Detail from Netherlandish Proverbs, Pieter 
Brueghel the Younger 
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How	unique	was	the	Hoik	to	the	Low	Countries?	

Documentary evidence of the �me suggests that the garment was peculiar to the region . Moryson’s i�neraries describe the 

clothing of a number of countries and comment up on what is interes�ng and unique about them compared to the English 

custom. That Moryson spends half of his en�re sec�on on the Netherlands ( see Appendix I for his full entry on Netherlandish 

clothing) on this garment suggests that it was unique to this region and worthy of comment to those living in England.  

Durer, Van de Heere, Christoph Weigel and Jost Amman include it in their costume studies of Dutch women. Durer also 

includes a possible pa(ern for a huik in his diary of a trip to the Low Countries which indicates that it was a dis�nc�ve item in 

the 1520s. 

Similar	items	in	other	countries	

It is possible that the huik originated or was influenced by fashions outside of the Low Countries. It doesn’t seem to exist prior 

to 1520, certainly it is not represented in any art works. However in 1520 it was rare enough for Durer, a man well-travelled in 

the German empire and the Italian city states, to remark upon it, draw it and take a pa(ern in his journal. This sec�on looks at 

possible cultural influences for this garment. 

The Low Countries had always been a cosmopolitan place, influenced by its strong trading �es with the Hansea�c League, Italy, 

England and Germany. In the 15th century it had been enveloped in the Burgundian Empire, and in the 16th century it came 

Documentary	Evidence	

Fynes Moryson, an Englishman who travelled the con�nent in the 1580s and wrote four books on his travels, The I�neraries, 

gives us some contemporary observa�ons on huiks: 

“All Women in generall, when they goe out of the house, put on a hoyke or vaile which covers their heads, and hangs 

downe upon their backs to their legges ; and this vaile in Holland is of a light stuffe or Kersie, and hath a kinde of 

horne rising over the forehead, not much unlike the old pummels of our Womens saddles, and they gather the Vaile 

with their hands to cover all their faces, but onely the eyes : but the Women of Flanders and Brabant weare Vailes 

altogether of some light fine stuffe, and fasten them about the hinder part and sides of their cap, so as they hang 

loosely, not close to the body, and leave their faces open to view, and these Caps are round, large, and flat to the 

head, and of Velvet, or at least guarded therewith, and are in forme like our potlids used to cover pots in the Kitchin : 

And these Women, aswel for these Vailes, as their modest garments with gowns close at the brest and necke, and for 

their pure and fine linnen, seemed to me more faire then any other Netherlanders, as indeed they are generally more 

beau,full.”  
An i�nerary vvri(en by Fynes Moryson gent. first in the La�ne tongue, and then translated by him into English: containing his ten yeeres travell 

throvgh the tvvelve domjnions of Germany, Bohmerland, Sweitzerland, Netherland, Denmarke, Poland, Jtaly, Turky, France, England, Scotland, 

and Ireland. Diuided into III parts Volume 4. Sourced from the internet archive:  

h(ps://archive.org/stream/fynesmorysons04moryuoG/fynesmorysons04moryuoG_djvu.txt  

With thanks to Trystan CraG for originally tracking down this passage: h(p://trystancraG.com/costume/2012/02/20/what-the-duck/  

This descrip�on gives us some very helpful informa�on in ascertaining the social use of this garment and of its construc�on in 

the late 16th century: 

• He tells us that it is made of kersey, a light-medium weight wool  

• He talks of two types of huik: the peaked version, and the version that accompanies a conical Chinese rice paddy worker 

style hat. 

• We are introduced to two regional varia�ons on wearing: women of the province of Holland gather the huik around 

their face in a fashion that was probably similar to the effect of hijab today (I have found a couple of blog posts making a 

similar comparison), whereas women of Flanders have the garment open. This difference is seen in the various pictures 

I’ve compiled for this paper.  
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under the sway of the Habsburg Empire, par�cularly the influence of Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor, Hereditary Ruler of the 

Netherlands, King of Aragon and Cas�le, and Naples and the Duke of Milan, Bohemia and Hungary.  

There are some garments in other parts of Europe that could be related to the Huik, or its precursor.  

Spain: Did the Andalusian Moors’ Hijab become the Hoik? 

The only reference I’ve been able to find to the evolu�on of this garment claims that it came from Egypt, via Moorish Spain into 

the Chris�an Spanish culture and thereby to the Low Countries. Sadly the author of the ar�cle that claims this has not 

referenced his work. I contacted him to see if he could supply the reference, but he was unable to do so as it had been over a 

decade since he wrote the ar�cle. 

An ar�cle on wisegeek also claims that it came from an Islamic influence, although again, no further reference is provided:  

“It is possible that the man�lla's origin is linked to the presence of the Islamic faith in Spain. Spanish Muslim women 

tradi�onally wore veils to cover their faces. Later, women of the lower classes began to wear man�llas, although 

these were made of heavier fabric and worn more like a coat or cape. By the late 16th century, upper class ladies 

were wearing lightweight, lacy man�llas.” 
www.wisegeek.com/what-is-a-man�lla.htm 

It is unlikely to have come from increased Spanish influence as a result of Charles V’s rule of both na�ons and increasing 

cultural and poli�cal cross-fer�lisa�on. Following Isabel and Ferdinand’s conquest of the moors in Spain, these communi�es 

suffered severe cultural repression, including the prohibi�on of tailors making any Moorish clothes: 

“... tailors were not to make garments nor silver-smiths jewels aGer their fashion; their baths were prohibited; all 

births were to be watched by Chris�an midwives to see that no Moorish rites were performed; disarmament was to 

be enforced by a rigid inspec�on of licences; their doors were to be kept open on feast-days, Fridays, Saturdays, and 

during weddings, to see that Moorish rites were abandoned and Chris�an ones observed; schools for the educa�on 

of children in Cas�lian were to be established in Granada, Guadix and Almeria; no Moorish names were to be used 

and they were not to keep gacis or unbap�sed Moors either free or as slaves.” 
"Islam in Andalus," Revised Edi�on by A. Thomson and M. Ata'ur-Rahim, Ta-Ha Publishers, London, 1996, via h(p://www.cyberistan.org/

islamic/16thspain.html 

A cursory reading into the history of Spain suggest this is unlikely given Catholic Spanish aOtudes towards Muslim women. This 

ar�cle, from the Morocco World News website, alleges that Spanish theologians and chroniclers in the 1500s were denigra�ng 

Muslim women and comparing them unfavourably with Chris�an women: h(p://

www.moroccoworldnews.com/2012/06/43808/image-of-moroccans-in-spain-16th-17th-centuries-infidelity-of-moroccan-

women-2/ (Note: no references cited) 

Given this level of cultural repression, I cannot see why anything that the Spanish moors were wearing would become a 

fashionable item in Europe via Spain. 

The final piece of evidence is that the iconic Spanish man�lla (li(le mantle), worn by women of Spain, came 

into use in warmer areas of Spain at the end of the 16th century (h(p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man�lla).  

Italy 

A more plausible vector of cultural influence comes from Italian fashions. Both Italy and the Low Countries 

were the largest trading centres in Europe at the �me, with many residents of both areas travelling 

between ports. The art of the �me was cross-influenced as well, with ar�sts from Flanders and Holland 

travelling to Italy to learn techniques. 

Italian pictures of the Madonna oGen depict her with a mantle draped over her head and Lucas De Heere’s 

costume book from 15?? contains one of the most well-known images of a huik. It also has two images of 

Flemish women in their version of a huik, and a Napolese woman with a similar black cloak-over-the-head 

garment.  

Woman of Naples, 
Lucas de Heere 
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Durer’s	Pattern	

As an outsider to the culture and customs of the Low Countries 

Durer gives us some interes�ng details and insights in to clothing 

and costume that we may otherwise miss. Rublack’s history of 

German aOtudes to clothing in the 16th Century talks extensively of 

the increasing interest in regional clothing studies, which eventually 

led to the schnitbuchs of the late 16th century. She also talks of 

Durer’s specific interests in regional clothing, and his feelings of 

superiority of German women over Italian women. [Rublack, 2010] 

During his trip to the Low Countries to seek the patronage of the 

new Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V, he sketched a few women, 

some of these sketches have survived, including an image of a girl 

wearing a hoik over her hovetcleet. This drawing is men�oned in 

Durer’s diary of his travels: “On Saturday [the 8th December] we 

came to Ter Goes, where I drew a girl in her costume”.  

There is another surprising sketch contained in this journal : a 

clothing pa(ern. [USYD book] refers to this pa(ern as “pa(erns of 

Netherlandish Dress”. Katherine Barich (who translated the Tex�lier 

Hausrat) kindly a(empted to translate the wri�ng. Here’s what she 

wrote me: 

“On the top piece, the wri�ng on the two edges 

are measurements. I think this is a layout of half 

of the garment – otherwise it doesn’t make 

sense.  

“The right hand side might say 1 pfuss (?) lang 

and the top edge 3 pfuss (?) 3 so lang.  

“The words in the circle may say: das hoike ligt 

man knopf(?) janober(?) the hoik lays over the 

top of one’s head.  

“The verbage below may read in part: Das ist 

______ ein hoik kirchliches (?) frauen mantel This 

is pa(ern (? from context) of a hoik, a church 

worn lady’s cloak.  

“It appears that the cloak set back further on the 

head, and that the front edge flipped back over. I 

deduce this from the straigh�sh edge at the 

bo(om of the front part of the cloak.” 

“I can’t tell if the circles are meant to be cut out 

or are just a representa�on of where the head 

sits. Perhaps I can make out more on the second 

semi-circular pa(ern. “ 

“All transla�ons are really tenta�ve un�l I can 

convince myself that I really see these things, or 

believe I am :-)” 

One of my goals with this project is to determine if this is 

indeed a huik pa(ern or not. 

A girl of Ter Goes, Zeeland, “drawn in her costume” (in a hoik), 
sketched by Durer during his 1521 visit. 
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Research	by	Other	Costumers	

Trystan	Craft,	Kingdom	of	the	West	

Trystan researched and built a version of the huik in March 2012 to 

go with a Flemish ensemble. 

Her research and construc�on is blogged at her website, and you can 

read all posts in reverse chronological order: h(p://trystancraG.com/

costume/tag/duck-billed-cap-cloak-thingy/ 

Her research included the references from Fynes Moryson which I’ve 

reproduced here, and sugges�ons that the bill was made with wood 

or whalebone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Michaela	de	Bruce,	Lochac	

Michaela built a version as part of her project “a woman from 

Cologne c1560- from Heuke to hemd”  

“The cloak is a heuke and it is about 2kg, maybe three 

(more than five pounds) and is carefully held in place using 

mainly a li(le engineering trickery: 

Hair is plaited and pinned (bobby pins) around the crown. 

A fi(ed cap (guldhaube) is pinned (sewing pins) to the hair 

in front and behind the plaits with florists pins. 

A shaped cap (s�cklechen) is pinned over the cap and 

pinned also just in front of the plaits. There is a velvet 

lappet pinned around the front on the underside which 

adds tension to hold it balanced at the back of the head. 

Then the heuke collar is pinned to the fi(ed cap 

(guldhaube) and the fabric hangs over the back.” 

From h(p://neimhaille.tumblr.com/post/23920346783/

bestofcosplay-cleves-blue-1-by-gli(ersweet 
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My	Version	

I used the images below as inspira�on for my version, as they are from the 

early 1500s corresponding to the �me period my garments normally cover. 

A girl of Ter Goes, Zeeland, 
“drawn in her costume” (in a huik), 
sketched by Durer during his 1521 
visit. 

Detail, The draper’s market in ‘s-Hertgenbosch, artist unknown, circa 1530 

Detail of De Spijziging van de 
Armen, Pieter Cornelisz. Kunst, 
1531 

I also wanted to build and test Durer’s pa(ern as it’s been intriguing me since I 

first found it. 

I went looking for a light-weight wool to correlate with the “light stuff” from 

Fynes Morrison’s descrip�on, and proceeded to consider how to s�ffen the bill. 

Construction	

Stage	1:	the	Cloak	

I bought a 1.3m x 3.2m remnant piece of wool for this garment. To cut the cloak 

part I folded it in half and sketched out an elongated quarter circle with radius 

1.3 m. I then hemmed the straight edge 

Stage	2:	the	Bill		

Trystan Bass’s states that she has come across a reference to the bills being 

filled with whale bone or wood, which makes sense as fabric alone wouldn’t 

stand out as these items do, unless they are the heavily gathered version.  
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Pattern	Issues/Analysis	

Once I assembled the ‘cloak’ sec�on onto the bill sec�on it became clear 

that I’d cut the pa(ern with the fold on the wrong side, as I needed to 

slice a sec�on off the end of the cloak sec�on to level the hem, 

approximately the blue line at right. 

CuOng the pa(ern the other way would have allowed me to out more 

pleats in the sec�on of the cloak next to the bill, which is what you see in 

the images of this garment. 

I grabbed some plas�c boning in my stash, steel corset bones and  millinery wire and built a bill as per the diagram on the next 

page. 

In the end I didn’t include the plas�c boning at the end which was joined to the cloak 

I then covered the wool felt with the twill wool crepe and slip s�tched it around the felt base. I then ran four lines of stab 

s�tching down the length of the bill to ensure the curve in the bill would con�nue to be defined. 

Stage	3:	Joining	together	and	hemming	

I lined up the bill on the centre of the long hemmed edge of the cloak, and pinned right sides together, then pinning three knife 

pleats either side of the centre. I then whip-s�tched the cloak to the bill, and placed it on my head to check the balance. It 

worked very well. 

Finally I levelled the hem and hem s�tched it to complete the huik. 
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Appendix	I	

Extract	from	An	itinerary	vvritten	by	Fynes	Moryson	gent.	�irst	in	the	Latine	tongue,	

and	then	translated	by	him	into	English:	containing	his	ten	yeeres	travell	throvgh	the	

tvvelve	domjnions	of	Germany,	Bohmerland,	Sweitzerland,	Netherland,	Denmarke,	Po-

land,	Jtaly,	Turky,	France,	England,	Scotland,	and	Ireland.	Diuided	into	III	parts	Volume	

4.		
Sourced from the internet archive: h(ps://archive.org/stream/fynesmorysons04moryuoG/fynesmorysons04moryuoG_djvu.txt  

In the united Provinces, the Inhabitants being for the most part Merchants and Ci�zens, the Men use modest aOre of grave 

colours, and li(le beau�fied with lace or other ornament. They weare short cloakes of English cloth, with one small lace to cov-

er the seames, and a narrow facing of silke or velvet. Their doublets are made close to the body, their breeches large and fas-

tened under the knees commonly of woollen cloth, or else of some light stuffe, or of silke or velvet. They use very li(le lace, no 

imbrodery, yet the Hollanders of old accounted the most rude of the other Provinces, at this day increased in wealth, and repu-

ta�on of the State, doe by li(le and li(le admit luxury, and their sonnes apply themselves both to the apparrell and manners of 

the English and French. Women aswell married as unmarried, cover their heads with a coyfe of fine holland linnen cloth, and 

they weare gowns commonly of some slight stuffe, & for the most part of black colour, with li(le or no lace or guards, and their  

necke ruffes are li(le (or short) but of very fine linnen. For aswell men as women tor their bodies and for all uses of the Family, 

use very fine linnen; and I thinke that no clownes in the World weare such fine shirts as they in Holland doe. Some of the chiefe  

Women not able to abide the extreme cold, and loth to put fier under them for heate (as the common use is) because it 

causeth wrinckles and spots on their bodies, doe use to weare breeches of linnen or silke. All Women in generall, when they 

goe out of the house, put on a hoyke or vaile which covers their heads, and hangs downe upon their backs to their legges ; and 

this vaile in Holland is of a light stuffe or Kersie, and hath a kinde of horne rising over the forehead, not much unlike the old 

pummels of our Womens saddles, and they gather the Vaile with their hands to cover all their faces, but onely the eyes : but 

the Women of Flanders and Brabant weare Vailes altogether of some light fine stuffe, and fasten them about the hinder part 

and sides of their cap, so as they hang loosely, not close to the body, and leave their faces open to view, and these Caps are 

round, large, and flat to the head, and of Velvet, or at least guarded therewith, and are in forme like our potlids used to cover 

pots in the Kitchin : And these Women, aswel for these Vailes, as their modest garments with gowns close at the brest and 

necke, and for their pure and fine linnen, seemed to me more faire then any other Netherlanders, as indeed they are generally 

more beau�full.  


